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BACKGROUND
In today’s world of work, trainers keep on finding better approaches to apply innovation
to reshape and progress traditional learning models, achieving personal development and
success in practically every training room.
Today, a significant number of the most recent pedagogical advances plan to amplify the viability
of time in the training room, allowing trainers to focus on supporting learners’ individual needs.
Most of these new advances use technology to promote a blend of innovative training strategies,
including active learning, collaborative projects, experiential learning, and traditional direct
instruction (which includes lecture and demonstrations).
Next to direct instruction, active learning has been maybe the most well-known methodology
used in the training room. Active learning strategies are instructional activities involving
learners in doing things and thinking about what they are doing. Learners are actively or
experientially involved in their learning process.
In this context, ETUI, the European Trade Union Institute, has been organizing a pedagogical
workshop on active learning methodologies every year for Eurotrainers. To cope with the
constantly evolving training practices, ETUI is committing to continue training its members
on active learning through a new course format, fully online.

WHAT WILL I LEARN?
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the different active learning approaches?
Why are multisensory environments important?
How to define action-oriented objectives that support active learning processes?
How to identify participatory facilitation methods and tools?
How to recognize the importance of evaluation and applying different levels of evaluation?
How to design a learning module by adopting active learning strategies?

HOW
W H AT L E A R N IN G M E T H O D O L O G IE S W I L L I E X P E RIE N C E IN T HIS C O U R S E

There is no “one-size-fits-all” methodology or ready-made approach that will guarantee the
success of a training session and make the learning experience an outstanding one. Trainers
know they need to innovate and engage their audience in their learning process. Context
is key and active learning is about involving learners’ efforts in the training room to actively
construct their knowledge.
The programme is conducted using interactive self-guided learning modules, knowledge
checks, live webinars and final examination.
• For each module, you first share your thoughts and experience on the weekly topic
with your peers and the online coaches and have a discussion about the state of play
regarding what you will learn about that week.
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•
•
•

You will then acquire knowledge through an interactive self-guided learning module that
contains readings, questions, quizzes, case studies, videos, lectures and tools.
You will be required to take knowledge tests throughout the course to ensure that you
have grasped the core elements of the learning modules.
Live webinars with staff, advisors and consultants will be conducted on a weekly basis as a
get together to dig deeper into the weekly topic, force reflection and spark innovation.

WHAT WILL I BE ABLE TO DO?
As a trainer, this online course will give you the opportunity to experiment with active learning
methodologies and improve your pedagogical skills. You will not only get high quality knowledge
and shared experience from ITCILO’ staff, advisors and consultants but you will also design your
own learning module using active learning methodologies, at your own pace.

WHAT CONTENT DOES THE COURSE COVER?
•
•
•
•

An overview of active learning approaches
Tips on writing learning objectives and curating training content
A guide to facilitation in the training room that enhances active learning
Tools to design your own active learning module step by step

WHO PARTICIPATES IN THIS TRAINING?
Colleagues working on training and development within their European Trade Union
organizations.

TEAM
This course is delivered by senior staff, advisors and consultants from ITCILO and ETUI.

WHAT CERTIFICATION WILL I RECEIVE?
Participants receive a certificate of Participation in digital credentials format.

LANGUAGES
English.
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INFO
F O R F U RT H E R I N F O R M AT I O N
P L E A S E C O N TA C T
International Training Centre of the ILO
Learning Innovation Programme
Viale Maestri del Lavoro, 10
10127 Turin – Italy
Ms. Alessia Messuti
Activity Manager
T +39 011 693 6674
learninginnovation@itcilo.org
www.itcilo.org
ETUI Education department
Boulevard du Roi Albert II, 5
1210 Bruxelles
Ms. Gabriela Portela
Learning and Development Coordinator
T +32 2 224 0704
gportela@etui.org
www.etui.org
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